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Introduction
This paper will describe an attempt to make online 

English study material customized to meet the needs 
of a class for Japanese nursing students. The aim 
was to provide the students with all the course 
material necessary for study, practice, and revision 
in  on l ine  f orm,  wi thout  the  need  f or  any 
supplementary printed material. It was also planned 
that the material would be available to the students 
at any time, regardless of their location, on PC, 
tablet, or smartphone. Another requirement was for 
it to provide a game-like experience to increase 
motivation, requiring the students to interact with 
the computer not merely by clicking, but in such 
ways as listening to spoken English and typing 
English input. How these aims were achieved, and 
how the material worked in practice, including 

surveys of student reaction, will be described.
First, some detail about the content, rather than 

the functioning, of the course will be given. Planning 
for this new course was necessitated by a curriculum 
change whereby an elective subject aimed at 
students with a relatively high level of English was 
replaced by a compulsory subject which all students 
(approximately 100) must take, regardless of their 
English level. The previous elective course had been 
aimed especially, though not exclusively, at students 
who were interested in participating in the 
international exchange activities of the university. 
The new course was expected to  retain an 
international dimension, though the proportion of 
students with a special interest in international 
exchange activities, or indeed in English itself, would 
be greatly reduced because the students were not 
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choosing to take the course themselves. Therefore, it 
was decided to include some general material 
relevant to overseas travel, regardless of the purpose 
of the trip. This includes expressions for use in places 
/ situations such as airport, airplane, immigration, 
hotel, taxi, shopping, asking directions, meeting 
people, etc., which could be useful to all students 
going overseas, not just those with particular interest 
in international exchange. But also, more specialized 
situations were included, for example, visiting a 
medical facility for study, or explaining to an English 
speaker about such topics as Japan in general, the 
Japanese medical system and nursing education 
system, and student life in Japan. Some of this 
material might be a little too specialized to suit the 
interest of some students, but could, nonetheless, 
broaden their English education. Of necessity, the 
result was something of a compromise as regards 
content and level of difficulty, but it was hoped that 
every student would find at least some parts 
stimulating and useful.

In order to convey these contents to the students in 
a way which would motivate even those with less 
interest in English, it was decided to employ 
technology, in the form of Computer Assisted 
Language Learning (CALL). This would have an 
advantage over traditional printed material in 
enabling both new vocabulary items and practice / 
revision material to be presented in an interactive, 
game-like way. Of course there is no automatic 
guarantee that better motivation and more effective 
learning will come about simply from using 
technology in general or CALL in particular. 
However, many studies have shown CALL to be 
effective for motivation and learning, when used 
properly.1- 3)

Additional advantages of the CALL system that 
was adopted are: 1. The contents of the lessons could 
be easily revised at any time, and the revised version 
would be immediately available to all students. 2. A 

record of which students had finished which revision 
exercises was recorded to a database, which 
encouraged the students to do each exercise to the 
end.

The material was all made from scratch by the 
teacher, using HTML5 and JavaScript, and was 
designed to be usable not just during class on 
desktop computers, but at any time or location on PC, 
tablet, or smartphone, so that the students could use 
it at their own convenience any time they liked. 
Smartphones have become so popular now among 
students in Japan that it is a rare student indeed 
who does not have one. It is ten years since the first 
smartphone, the iPhone, was launched by Apple in 
2007. But even before 2007, mobile phones were 
popular among students, and researchers were 
investigating how to use them for language 
education. In 2005, Thornton and Houser4) reported 
that 99% of their students were using mobile phones 
for email whereas only 43% were using PC. Their 
experiment in sending regular vocabulary lessons to 
the students by SMS was favorably received. The 
term MALL (Mobile Assisted Language Learning) 
had even come into use.5) These days, the term CALL 
is undoubtedly too narrow to encompass the range of 
devices used for language learning,6) and terms such 
as TELL (Technology Enhanced Language Learning) 
have come into use. Nonetheless, “CALL” is so firmly 
established with its very long history that it remains 
in widespread use.

The possibilities offered for language education by 
mobile phones, with their small, low-resolution 
screens, are very limited. The introduction of 
smartphones opened up a whole new world of 
possibilities for MALL,7-9) though it took some time 
for smartphones to become practically universal 
among students in Japan. Barrs10) reported that in 
January 2011, in his class of 80 students at Kanda 
University of International Studies, only 20 had a 
smartphone. However, attitudes among the students 
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towards the use of smartphones for language study 
were favorable, and similar feelings have been found 
in diverse countries, such as the USA,11) Iraq,12) 

Korea,13) and China.14) A more recent study in 
Japan15) found beneficial effects on the study habits 
of a group of students who were encouraged to bring 
their smartphones to class for academic purposes, 
compared with a group who were forbidden to use 
their smartphones in class. Burston16) even sees a 
Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) approach, in which 
students bring their own mobile devices to class, as a 
feasible alternative to classroom desktop computers.

However, while students are skilled at using their 
smartphones, and use them very frequently, this 
does not necessarily mean that they prefer to use a 
smartphone rather than a PC in every circumstance. 
The smaller screen size and more cumbersome 
method of keyboard input obviously makes a desktop 
PC much more comfortable to use in, to take a very 
clear example, using a spreadsheet application. The 
same principle holds for language learning activities 
where there is a significant amount of keyboard 
input. In fact, Stockwell has found that students 
showed an overwhelming preference for using a PC 
over a mobile phone17) or smartphone,18) in such 

activities, though the scores obtained were similar. 
This author found a similar reluctance among 
students to use a smartphone for the course activities 
when a PC was available, as will be described in 
more detail later.

Exercise Types
A typical lesson begins with the introduction of 

new vocabulary items which will be important in the 
lesson. An example is shown in Fig. 1. 

Clicking (or tapping in the case of a smartphone) 
on one of the 3 buttons at the top (英語　両方　国語 ) 
will show all the items in English only, both 
languages, or Japanese only, respectively. Also, 
clicking on an individual English or Japanese item 
will  toggle between showing and hiding its 
equivalent in the other language. In this way, 
students can conveniently memorize the items, and 
check their recall at any time. Another exercise type 
is matching, of which there are a couple of variations. 
An example of the basic type is shown in Fig. 2. 

Each English item on the left or right has an 
equivalent Japanese or English item on the other 
side. Clicking (tapping) on one of the items will cause 

Fig. 1. Introduction of new vocabulary
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it to be highlighted. Then, if the equivalent item on 
the other side is clicked, both items will disappear. 
The aim is to make all the items disappear, but 
another game element is that a mistake will cause all 
the items that had previously disappeared to 
reappear. This makes the exercise almost impossible 

to complete by random clicking, so that a student 
must remember the items properly or cannot reach 
the end, and also adds some tension and fun.

There were also two variations on the basic 
matching type. One used images instead of words for 

Fig. 2. Basic matching exercise

Fig. 3. Matching words and images
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one of the two item sets (Fig. 3 shows an example) 
and the other required matching words to their 
correct positions in a conversation. There were also 
some unnecessary words, so that there would still be 
a necessity to choose even when only one unfilled 
position remained (Fig. 4 shows an example).

Other exercise types involved keyboard input. As a 
vocabulary review at the end of a lesson, the 
students were often asked to do an exercise of the 
type shown in Fig. 5.

The green arrow to proceed to the next item only 
appeared when the item had been filled in correctly 
in the blank field.

A multi-f ield type was also used, with no 
restriction on the order of filling in. Each field’s white 
background turned pale green when the correct text 
had been entered, as the example in Fig. 6 shows.

The final basic type also required keyboard input 
from the students, but was much more elaborate 

Fig. 4. Matching words with their correct positions

Fig. 5. A type-in exercise for vocabulary review
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than the simple type above, which gave only 
rudimentary guidance to the length of the required 
input (longer words / phrases had longer input fields) 
and no error feedback (the field background became 
green only when the input was completely correct). 
The elaborate type (see Fig. 7 for an example) 
showed an asterisk symbol (*) in place of each 
missing letter. In setting up the exercise, it was 
possible for the teacher to blank out any desired 
letters. In most cases whole words were blanked out, 
but any letters within words could be allowed to 
remain as hints, as in the case of “w**d” in the fourth 
line of the example in Fig. 7. The complete word is 
“ward”, but 2 of the letters were allowed to remain. 

Spaces between words still appear as spaces, so the 
students can know how many words are there, and 
how many letters are in each.

This is a listening exercise, and clicking a speaker 
i con  w i l l  a l l ow  the  s tudents  t o  hear  the 
corresponding line spoken. Then they can click at 
any asterisk and begin typing from there. Also, the 
“Check” button can be clicked at any time, and 
correctly entered letters will turn green and become 
fixed, while incorrect letters turn red. In Fig. 7, line 
2, “estabrished” has been typed in, and the “Check” 
button clicked. The correct letters have turned green, 
and cannot be typed over again (like the pre-existing 

Fig. 6. A multi-field vocabulary review exercise

Fig. 7. A type-in exercise with letter-by-letter guidance and feedback
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“w” and “r” of “ward”), but the mistaken “r” will not 
become green until the correct “l” is typed in its 
place. In this way, students can work at their own 
individual paces. They can listen to each line as often 
as they want, type in as much as they like, and check 
to see where they are correct or mistaken. This 
allows them to complete listening exercises which 
would be too difficult for them without such control 
and feedback.

Use of the material in class
The material was uploaded to a website, and 

student access to it was controlled using the learning 
management system Moodle (www.moodle.org). 
Students were required to log in through the 
standard Moodle method to access links to the 
material. Fig. 8 shows a part of the student interface.

The teacher controlled when each new link became 
visible to the students, making each new item 
ava i lab le  a t  the  appropr ia te  t ime  as  the 
corresponding topic was dealt with in the class. It 
might be argued that such tight control  is 
unnecessary, and it would be better to allow students 
to access all of the material freely whenever they 
wished. However, in this teacher’s experience, many 
students enjoy game-like computer exercises and are 
inclined to do new ones immediately if they are 
available, thus not paying attention to other 
activities and getting out of step with the progress of 
the class. Of course, once an exercise had been made 
available, it remained available for the remainder of 
the course so that students were free to revise it at 
any time.

A typical class would begin with brief revision of 
the previous week’s material, including questions 
put to randomly-chosen students to confirm recall 
and understanding. Then new vocabulary for the 
next topic would be introduced, usually using the 
type of material shown in Fig. 1, with background 
explanations. Then the practice exercises would be 
made available one by one. While the students did 
these, the teacher would circulate around the 
classroom, dealing with any questions or computer 
difficulties, and giving help to students who needed 
it. Inevitably, there was a big difference in the time 
taken by fastest and slowest students, since the 
difference in level of English ability is great. The 
exercises were designed so that when a student 
finished, there would be a big change on the screen 
(e.g., different background color or change of an 
image to a celebratory one). This was partly to 
increase the student’s sense of achievement, but also 
enabled the teacher to see at a glance, even from 
some distance, whether a student had finished or not, 
so that it was easier to direct help to those who most 
needed it.

The simpler exercises could be finished easily Fig. 8. A sample of the students’ Moodle interface
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enough by all students, but it was not practical to 
wait for every student to finish some of the more 
difficult ones, so the teacher would show the correct 
answers to enable the slower students to finish 
before proceeding to the next one.

The online material was the main study resource 
i n  t h e  c o u r s e ,  t h o u g h  i t  w a s  s o m e t i m e s 
supplemented by PowerPoint or PDF files, or printed 
material. For example, a detailed PowerPoint 
presentation was used to explain about currencies 
(dollar, pound and euro), PDF files of menus from 
real restaurants were used when studying food and 
eating out, and printed sample immigration forms for 
the US were given to the students to practice filling 
out.

Online survey
The class seemed to be well received by the 

students, but to clarify their opinions they were 
asked to fill out a short online survey in the last class 
of the course in the academic years 2016 and 2017. 
The teacher was especially concerned that students 
might find the lack of a textbook inconvenient, and 
was also very interested to find out to what extent 
students used the material on smartphone rather 
than PC. Participation in the survey was voluntary, 
no personal questions or questions which might allow 
an individual student to be identified were asked, 
and it was explained that, while its primary purpose 
was to enable future improvement of the course, it 
might also be used for research purposes. Therefore, 
it was judged that it was not necessary to submit it 
for approval to the research ethics committee. The 
survey consisted of 3 required questions to be 
answered on a 5-point scale, and 2 optional questions 
which accepted free entry of text. There were 169 
responses over the two years.

The 5-point scale questions were:
1.  Did you feel any inconvenience because there was 

no textbook? (教科書がなかったから、不便を感じま

したか )
 (5-point scale from 1: “No, not at all” (いいえ、全
然 ) to 5: “Yes, strongly” (はい、強く ))

2.  Did you feel it was convenient because the course 
material was on the Internet? (教材がインターネッ
トにあるから、便利と思いましたか )
 (5-point scale from 1: “No, not at all” (いいえ、全
然 ) to 5: “Yes, strongly”　(はい、強く ))

3.  Did you ever study the course material using your 
smartphone? (教材は自分のスマホで勉強したことあ
りますか )
 (5-point scale from 1: “No, not at all” (いいえ、全
然 ) to 5: “Yes, many times” (はい、何回も ))

Question 1 was designed to gauge the students’ 
feeling of inconvenience from lack of a textbook. The 
responses were: 
1: 74%, 2: 17%, 3: 5%, 4: 4%, 5: 0%
So, no student reported feeling strong inconvenience, 
and 74% reported no inconvenience at all. Combining 
1 and 2, 91% reported little or no inconvenience.

Question 2 complemented Question 1 by asking 
about positive feelings of convenience from the 
course material being on the Internet, rather than 
negative feelings of inconvenience from lack of a 
textbook. The responses were: 
1: 3%, 2: 5%, 3: 14%, 4: 28%, 5: 50%
So, only 3% reported feeling no convenience at all, 
and 50% reported strong feelings of convenience. 
Combining 4 and 5, 78% reported considerable 
convenience.

Question 3 investigated how often the students used 
the course material with their smartphones. The 
responses were: 
1: 72%, 2: 14%, 3: 5%, 4: 7%, 5: 2%
So, 72% said they never did, and only 2% reported 
doing so often. Combining 1 and 2, 86% reported 
seldom, if  ever, using the material on their 
smartphones.
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It was very encouraging that the great majority of 
students found so little inconvenience from the lack 
of a textbook, and felt so positively about the course 
material being on the Internet. Since the material 
was made to be smartphone-friendly, it was a little 
disappointing that so few seemed to use it on their 
smartphones, though Stockwell18) had found a similar 
trend. However, this is not so surprising since, 
especially where text input is needed, it is easier to 
use the material on PC.

The responses to the free input questions, Good 
Points (良いと思ったところ ) and Bad Points (良くな
いと思ったところ ) of the course seemed to show that, 
on the whole, students found the course interesting, 
useful, and enjoyable. The comments are shown in 
full, unedited except in a very few cases where an 
identifiable name was included, in the Appendix. 
Many students mentioned the convenience of not 
needing a textbook and of having the course material 
online. Also, many illustrations had been included to 
make the material more attractive looking, and 
several students commented favorably on this. 
Others expressed satisfaction that they could work at 
their own pace, including with listening exercises.

On the other hand, the Bad points mentioned 
included the inability to write down memos, as one 
can in a textbook, and the difficulty of finding where 
individual items are located. Also, the filled-in parts 
of completed exercises would not remain when the 
exercise was opened again another time, so it was 
necessary to take a screen copy or smartphone photo. 
There were a few troubles with input, some of which 
were fixed during the course, but the most persistent 
and often mentioned one was that the backspace key 
would not work in exercises of the type in Fig. 7. 
Unfortunately, this was a very difficult technical 
problem which was beyond the teacher’s ability to 
rectify. Too difficult material, especially in listening 
exercises, was also mentioned by a few, which 
reflects the problem of designing material for a class 

of mixed ability.

It was not only the students’ mixed ability in 
English that posed a difficulty, but also their 
different levels of computer skills. Some were quite 
at ease taking memos by copy-paste techniques and 
managing multiple tabs to keep convenient reference 
material available while they worked, whereas 
others seemed to have more difficulty. So, to ensure 
that all the students had the most essential reference 
material available when the time came to revise for 
the final exam, the teacher uploaded a Word file 
containing that material to the resources folder for 
the subject on the internal network. There are some 
references to this in the free input as having been 
useful.

Conclusion
It can probably be concluded that the class 

described above was an interesting and useful 
experiment in Computer Assisted Language 
Learning. The comments of the students seem to 
show that they considered it not just an enjoyable, 
but an effective way of learning. To demonstrate its 
effectiveness experimentally, in comparison with 
using a traditional text book, would require a much 
more elaborate and rigorous investigation. Also, even 
if proven effective, a teacher wishing to use the 
method for a particular class would need to find (or, 
more likely, construct) material suited to the needs of 
that class, which could require a large amount of 
time and effort. However, if the material could be 
used for many classes or over a long period of time, it 
could be a worthwhile investment of labor.
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【要　旨】
看護学科学生向けのカスタマイズされた英語授業のために、テキストに代わるオンライン教材が作られた。そ
の教材を PC、タブレット、スマートフォンで使用可能にするために、HTML5 と JavaScriptの技術が用いられ
た。学生のモティベーションを高めるために、ゲーム感覚の経験を提供する教材であるが、学生たちにはただク
リックするだけではなく、話し言葉の英語を聞き、英語で入力してコンピュータ操作をすることが要求される。
授業終了時の調査で、学生の大多数はテキストがないことを不便であると感じたことはなく、場所を問わず授
業の教材がオンラインでアクセス可能なため便利であると感じていることが明らかになった。スマートフォンか
ら教材に頻繁にアクセスした学生の数は多くはなかったが、学生の自由意見から判断して、当授業に対する満足
度はおおむね高かったと言えよう。
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